
A program to increase day to day happiness

This is no quick-fix, nor is it magic. Psycologist agree that happiness isn't somthing you get marely 
by wishing, you have to work on it. You have to follow up on the small things and actions which 
gives som the best emotions, and focus less on the things and actions which gives you neagtive/bad 
emotions. What you want, is to increase the good emotions and draw them closer to you, and at the 
same time decrease the bad/negative emotions and push them furter away from you. The bad 
emotions will never disappear and nor shall they, but the goal is for them to take less room in your 
life and leave more room for the good emotions.

It's important you work systematicly, with each of the suggestions in this program, in order for 
maximum effect. Within Psycology there has been conducted a lot of research on what differs 
happy from unhappy people. A lot of Psycologists through the world use several of theese 
suggestions to help clients gain more happiness in their everyday life. This is because science has 
shown that to be happy, theese are some of the factors that are most likely to help.

1. Spend time with other people

Especially family, friends and other loved ones. Most happy people are social, spend time 
and pick pleasure in being together with other people.
Show interest in others and do your best to know the people around you.

2. Pick a job that gives you  challange and meaning

Happy people more often like their job and work harder in their job. If you don't like your 
job, and don't feel that it fills you with energy, it might be a good idea to start reviewing job-
swap. Your job is after all something you will use a lot of your waking time on, at least until 
you retire.
A work that is challenging, but simultaneously within experienced possibility area, will 
usually be most satisfactory.

3. Find ways to be helpful to other people

Helping other people, will in many ways be just as good help to yourself. It gives a feeling 
of meaning and contributes to strengthen your selfimage. It can also help you remove 
thoughts that troubles you. It put your life in perspective when you are helping people with 
greater problems than your own.
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4. Spend time alone

It’s important to plan activities that brings you joy and happy feelings. It’s not enough to 
know what does, you have to schedule time for it, regularly. If you don’t schedule the time, 
it’s less likely you actually follow up on those activities. Schedule time for your favorite 
hobbies, and other activities that brings you joy. Think through all things that brings joy and 
schedule the time, at least for the most important ones.

5. Keep in shape

Your physical condition affects your emotional life. It’s enough with a little physical training
to lift your mood and emotions. It can be sufficient with a few hours walking every week, as 
long as it gets your heart rythm up and the time each walk is at least half an hour. Everything
more than 3,5 hours a week is very good.

6. Keep organized

Whatever you do in life, do your best at keeping organized. A plan doesn’t mean you have to
be exact about how long every avtivity lasts every day. A plan i everyday life is more like 
«I’m gonna work extra hours for the next 6 months, to earn money to take that long vacation
to ..... where I have always dreamd about going»
Then you divide the plan into 3 months part, and each 3 month part into monthly parts, the 
monthly parts you divide into weekly parts, and then your on the move. Remember activities
from 4 and 5 in your plan.

It’s always important to have a plan, but do not let the plan stop you from experiences that 
turns up along the way. You have to be able to do things spontaniously when something fun 
comes up, if not your gonna get tired of following the plan.

7. Stay optimistic

Keep your smile, sing or whistle a song (both when your alone, and when your not alone). It 
might seem like your overdoing it, but theres a saying «fake it until you make it» and it’s 
actually shown scientifically that it works. When you act happy, it will be easier for your 
body to feel happy. So, stay clear of pessimistic expressions, and se things as partly 
completed, instead of not completed.
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